p/n: 00MAN-0001-01
Low Pressure Manifold, Tee, 3x 1/8-27 FNPT

Date:
Cleaned for Oxygen Service per MH ESR-008

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material: UNS A96061 (6061-T6) Aluminum

Weight: 0.67 oz [19 g] (sans fittings and mounting hardware)

Ports: 3x 1/8-27 FNPT

Pressure Rating: 150 PSI

Temp Range: -40°F to 180°F [-40°C to 82°C]

Cleaned for Oxygen Service per MH ESR-008

MH document # 5SHDW-0300-00 lists common NPT fittings. Many other types of compatible fittings, adapters, hoses, etc. are available from Mountain High E&S Co.

Contact MH Customer Service for help configuring your oxygen system.

WARNING: This item is intended for use only in the low-pressure distribution portion of your oxygen system. It is not intended for high-pressure applications such as cascaded cylinders or remote mounting of a pressure transducer or fill-port. For high-pressure applications MH recommends our line of SAE-ported manifolds (00MAN-0006-00 et al).